Polo book case for iPhone 8/7/6s/6
SKU: TEBOOKPOLOIP7

Book case with a silk touch effect, magnetic closure and card pocket, for iPhone 8/7/6s/6, black
color
Book case with a silk touch effect, magnetic closure and card pocket, for iPhone 8/7/6s/6, blue
color
Book case with a silk touch effect, magnetic closure and card pocket, for iPhone 8/7/6s/6, red
color
The Polo book case is the ideal protection for your iPhone 8/7/6s/6. In fact, this accessory elegantly dresses up your smartphone,
thanks to its refined design, Made in Italy.
The silky touch effect is a plus that distinguishes this book case: you will have an object in your hands that will give you pleasant and
unparalleled tactile sensations, guaranteeing you a secure grip and practical use.
The Polo Book is characterized by an internal pocket that boasts a quick extraction system. This way, your document will not fall out of
the case. In addition, the magnetic closure will allow you better protection for your device.
Give your iPhone 8/7/6s/6 an extra touch of class with this stylish accessory.
Features:
Book case
Magnetic closure
Card holder pocket
Camera hole
Silk touch effect
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Polo book case for iPhone 8/7/6s/6
SKU: TEBOOKPOLOIP7

Details
EAN: 8018417254529
Type: Book case
Material: PC + TPU
Finishing/Feature: Silk touch effect / Holder pocket card / Hole for
digital camera
Closure: Book - Magnetic

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 20 mm.
Weight Pack: 113 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 140 mm.
Width Inner: 220 mm.
Depth Inner: 105 mm.
Weight Inner: 500 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 455 mm.
Width Master: 235 mm.
Depth Master: 440 mm.
Weight Master: 6500 g.
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